Accelerated
development.
Delivered.

Patheon OneSource™
Take months off the development timelines of
your large and small molecule discoveries.
With Patheon OneSource™ you can combine your drug substance and drug product development and
manufacturing into a single customized solution to simplify your supply chain and accelerate your discovery to proof
of concept. You’ll be able to develop small molecules 8–12 weeks faster than the industry-standard 15 months, and
large molecules 14–20 weeks faster. And the advantages don’t end there:
Speed – Reach your early-phase goals faster.
bb One coordinated effort for parallel drug substance and product development.
bb One resource for sterile, oral solid and softgel formulations.
bb One seamless supply chain from raw materials to finished dose.
Expertise – Get everything you need to succeed.

8-12
weeks off
small molecule
development.

bb One partner for both drug substance and drug product.
bb One cross-functional team of experts for a free flow of ideas and data.
bb One cohesive path that could take you all the way to commercial supply.
Simplicity – Find the time to focus on your business and pipeline.
bb One contract for clarity and a rapid project start.
bb One point of contact for efficient communication and coordination.
bb One integrated supplier to put hours back into your workday.
Experience – Maximize value with a partner trusted by the industry.
bb 450+ clients, ranging from large pharma to biotech startups.
bb 600+ development projects completed every year.
bb 200+ regulatory filings over more than 20 years.

Quality without compromise.
In the pharmaceuticals industry, speed is important but consistent high quality is a must. Your project will be carefully
monitored by our global quality management system. This will ensure that each and every dose is equally compliant,
safe and effective. It is a proven approach that prevents costly disruptions, guides continuous improvement and has
earned Patheon an unmatched track record for quality.
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14-20
weeks off
large molecule
development.

A simplified supply chain. Delivered.
Patheon OneSource™ is a complete early development solution. You’ll take months off your
timelines with a single coordinated program that encompasses every element of your drive
toward early-phase clinical success and beyond. A global network of fully integrated state-ofthe-art facilities. A comprehensive range of technologies and services. An unmatched track
record for quality and on-time performance. And a host of other benefits:
bb One Partner: No more managing multiple vendors and logistics.
bb One Contract: Accelerate your project from the very start.
bb Cross-Functional Team of Experts: Ease collaboration and flow of information.
bb Experienced Program Manager: A single point of contact for efficient communication.
bb Choice of Dosage Forms: Access sterile, oral solid and softgel formulations.
bb Shared Analytical Activities and Data: Eliminate redundancy.
bb Non-GMP Environment: Accelerate process and formulation development.
bb Unmatched Quality and Delivery Performance: Limit the risk of costly delays.
bb Simplicity: Put hours back into your day to focus on your next breakthrough.

Put your project on the path to future
success.
Everything Patheon does, even at the earliest stages, is done with a deeply engrained
understanding of what’s required to bring a finished product to market. With Patheon
OneSource™ you will have everything you need to quickly achieve your early-phase goals with
a scientifically robust formulation. You’ll also have the option to continue with Patheon along a
well-established path through late-phase development and commercial launch.
No other solution can get you to your early development milestone faster and with more built-in
value than Patheon OneSource™.
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